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About This Game

Peace Duke

From the peace of the Prince stole the Princess! Fight the army of Koschei and save his beloved! Shoot and throw bombs at
enemies. If it so happened that your hero was left without ammunition, then collect coins in order to spend them on the purchase

of the missing! There's no time to wait for the next adventure!

Game features:
- 4 different locations
- Variety of enemies

- Old school gameplay
- Pixel art graphics
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a extremly good movie.
good story and very deap meaning.
just wacht it.. This is the first game that i impulsively bought on release day, and i do not regret it.

Lots of reviews mention input lag which i did not experience, so i'll assume that they were talking about the movement speed,
which is pretty slow. I didn't like it at first, but then i got good at using the dodge ability combined with the slow-mo and i felt
no "input lag" or slow movement, and it was fun. The over the top particle effects never hindered my ability to see the enemies,
which was very surprising, and it also looked really cool.

 The story is not directly presented to you via a wall of text, but instead you have to piece it together using scraps of information
you gather through the cutscenes. In my opinion that is one of the best ways of storytelling.

I loved the level design of the boss fights, which were fun and did not get repetetive, as some of the boss' "minions" got tougher
and tougher.

The game is really short, i beat it in 3 hours but it does have challenges for each level which are difficult and add replay value to
the game: Beat the level under a time limit, don't use the slow-mo ability and don't waste a single bullet.

The game can be improved a lot by adding a level editor feature, which would allow for endless content on the steam workshop,
and since the game is in 3D, it would be nice to see a replay feature which could have a camera "inside" the level and not in a
top down perspective.. Bought the game primarily for the OST and it is totally worth it. The Tracks with Aeralie Brighton are
absolutely stunning. 1:29 hours is quite a nice length. If you play the game as well, which is fantastic, the soundtrack really
shows its potential.. I really wish there was an in between when it came to recommending this game. Let me cut
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it's a porn game. It's 100% a porn game, but with a caveat in that you have to
download the patch to play it. Then there's ANOTHER patch on top of that to actually see the bits. Is it a good porn game?
Absolutely. A LOT of effort was put into this game and it shows. From it's graphics, to it's models, the voice acting is as good as
an actual anime girl which can get a little annoying but it's campy like watching a bad hentai. The main complaint I have with
this game is the scenes interaction, there are times where I have NO idea what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I'm supposed to
do. But even if I did, after a wank, does this game have replay value? I mean I guess if you don't unlock all the scenes or view all
of them, but that's like spacing out the rations. Eventually you're gonna run out.

I do like the costume options and all that, but my biggest complaint is that there's this perv vibe in the air which makes it
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uncomfortable. If you grope women on trains, this is a perfect game for you. As for me, a white male who raspaks wamen, do
not enjoy the groping as much. If there was anything I would change, maybe a better dialogue system and some minor hints as to
what actions you're supposed to perform. Oh and make the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665look like
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and not a tube of toothpaste with balls on it.

Other than that, this is an alright game. Get it on sale if you can because $50 is kinda pushing it considering the hassle of using a
patch and the short content it has.. Gets old very fast.. Great horror game!
Graphics:
The game looks atmospheric and neat, I especially like that all menus are actually animated and installed right into the game
experience.
Gameplay: I liked a lot combination of puzzles and wandering with the mix of suspense and creepy moments ^^
This game has something more to reveal in future episodes, that for sure.
Very high quality for an early access project! Gratz!
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managed to play 2 hours of this game when i first downloaded it but now for some reason, no matter what i try, it wont load past
the VSTEP initialising window, it just stops working, no client to close, nothing in the task manager, NOTHING! ive tried
numerous suggestions to get it working and with no luck, £25 down the drain! like i said, the demo worked and for the first time
trying it worked but now nothing, tried clean installs the lot, no official response, dont waste your money!. Incredibly
disappointing. Based on the developer's past work and reviews of this title, I expected much more. There's no gameplay here in
any sense of the word, essentially just screens of inane rambling by a writer who thinks themselves far more important than they
are. Please don't waste your time on this.. fun game and even better when played vs friends. Fun little title that takes us back to
the arcade era of the 80s and does its uttermost best to ensure a most authentic and historical correct experience with the 8-bit
graphics and sound effects. Best play with a friend at the house. This is a hidden gem. Ahhhhhh a nice game of Tag You have
Aids
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